
“1”:

Boundaries are limitless for the Icelandic actress Lilja Björk Hermannsdóttir. With her gift of tongues, she effortlessly 
switches between Dutch, English, French, German, Luxembourgish, Spanish and Icelandic. 

From young age on, she swiftly moves within and through diverse cultures, habits and rituals, due to travel, changing 
of residence, family and friends.

Her career started in Germany, at the Pina Bausch related dance theatre group “Les Petits Poissons”  (now “Unusual 
Symptoms”) from Samir Akika. 

Words, images, film, music and movement joined in one. This unconventional dance theatre group obtained large 
public attention and received the Kurt Joss Preis for the play “Lilja”. ARTE Television made a film, based on that 
same play.

The same year, Lilja got discovered by Herman Van Veen: The beginning of a long lasting work relationship. Among 
others, she participated at the performance of  “Alfred Jodokus Kwak – Lachen Verboden”, where she received 
praiseful critics for the leading part. The following three years, they toured with that play in The Netherlands, Belgium 
and Germany.

Drama kept on itching and to soothe her thirst for knowledge, Lilja graduated as an actress. Until the present 
moment, she focuses on acting in film, television and theatre.

Lately Lilja starred in television series as “ De Fractie” "Van God Los", "Overspel", "Feuten" and in the feature movie 
"Valentino" (with Najib Amhali). On stage she played in Samir Akika’s "Lilja” the lead role in “Alfred Jodokus Kwak- 
Lachen verboden” , she performed  two years in a row at the Parade summer festival and Heike Langsdorf’s "an 
stelle und dort” in Berlin. 

In 2014 Lilja staged her first solo performance “Call, Girl” at DITS (Red Light District), directed by Irene Schaltegger. 
It did really well - reviews to read: here. Last two years Further she developing her writing skills through letter writing, 
scenario and theater texts. She is often approached to assist directing theatre- and art performances. Since 2014 
year she is teaching drama / improv at the NBA / AHK.  

At this moment Lilja is working on a new short film, which will be filmed in autumn 2016, and two theatre productions 
which will premiere in the spring 2017. She is also busy developing her own work towards a new performance in 
2017.

For more info read Lilja's BIO and CV.

“2”: (Lilja about Lilja)

Force of nature with Icelandic blood pumping through my veins, I always return to the essence of nature. Boiling 
earth under the feet, silence in the distance, the whimsicality of the sea and the density of light.

The imagination is endless.

Living in unpredictability.

In the midst of raw, uncontrollable powers.

People

I am fascinated by the lives of others, their thoughts, their visions, behavior, emotions and reactions. An unlimited 
source of stories and insights. In a hundred years time we are all but a memory of a thought.

What I do

I wonder, I create, I share, I celebrate.
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